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Issue #40                       November 2012 

The Patriots’ Truth 
Flint Hills TEA Party News 

 

See us at McALISTER’S DELI, EVERY WED after 5:30pm ---- Everyone is 
welcome, we ARE the Working Group.  Come check us out!!  WELCOME! 
WHERE WERE YOU DURING SATURDAY’S KSU HOME FB GAME? 
Couldn’t make it to the Concession Stand?  There’s still time – we have 2 
more games: Nov 3rd, & Dec 1st.  If each of our 800+ emails & 65 snail mails 
could spare just a little time/change for the Youth of Kansas, think what 
that would do for our KS youth scholarship! 
Send to: “Flint Hills Education Fund” 1228 Westloop Place PMB #326, Manhattan KS 
66502-2840.  In addition to contributing, tell all KS 9-12 students to check us out at: 
YESforLiberty.org 
We deeply appreciate your efforts & contributions for the youth of Kansas.   
Contact Chris Tawney for concession scholarship details!! (785-532-8618). 
Within this Newsletter when comments are made in green they are the comments of the Newsletter editor. 

First Quarter Reports in Kansas---Fiscal Year 2013 
September Revenue Returns 
 September marked the third month of the 2013 Fiscal Year.  Total receipts for July through September, 
the first quarter of FY 2013, were $41.2 million (2.9 percent) above expectations.  Tax sources exceeding 
estimates by more than $1 million through September include: corporate income taxes ($36 million, 55.4 
percent); retail sales taxes ($3.3 million, 0.6 percent); financial institution taxes ($2.8 million, 66.6 million); and 
motor carrier taxes ($2 million, 94.1 percent).  Tax sources which failed to meet projections by more than $1 
million include: severance taxes ($12.2 million, 56.5 percent); corporate franchise taxes ($10.4 million); 
individual income taxes ($4.9 million, 0.7 percent); and compensating use taxes ($1.5 million, 1.8 percent). 
 Total SGF receipts through September for FY 2013 are $35.9 million (2.5 percent) above FY 2012 for 
the same period.  Tax only receipts for FY 2013 are $70.4 million (4.9percent) above collections for the same 
period in FY 2012. 
 September marks the end of the first quarter of the 2013 fiscal year.  September receipts include the 
first estimated payment of individual income taxes for FY 2013.  As such, September receipt balances are an 
indicator of the state’s economic activity, rather than just one month receipts.  Individual income withholding 
through September was $37 million (5.5 percent) more than the same period in the previous fiscal year.  When 
looking at just September retail sales tax receipts for FY 2012 compared to FY 2011 receipts, the state 
experienced growth of 3.4 percent.  
Education Funding Refresher 
 Kansas is a very diverse state, representing a variety of interests on any given subject.  One of the 
most prevalent areas of discontent among lawmakers is education finance.  With the 2013 session rapidly 
approaching, education funding has once again become a primary point of dialogue between members and 
their constituents.  Unfortunately, information widely distributed by outside parties has been inaccurate and 
served to add additional confusion and frustration to education finance discussions.  
 In an effort to bridge the gap, Chairman Rhoades has provided refresher information on the action 
taken by the Legislature on education funding during the 2012 session.  Below you will find the facts and 
figures on the state budget and education funding: 
• During the 2008-2009 school year, under the Sebelius administration, the BSAPP was $4,400; 
• During the 2009-2010 school year, under the Parkinson administration, the BSAPP was lowered to $4,012, 

representing a $388 cut per pupil from the previous year; 
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• The largest single cut to Base State Aid Per Pupil (BSAPP) was $157 per pupil during the Parkinson 
administration.  Multiple cuts were made in the same year resulting in a final BSAPP cut of $388 per pupil; 

• During FY 2010 and FY 2011, under the Parkinson administration, the BSAPP went from $4,012 per student 
to $3,937 per student – representing a three year BSAPP drop of $463 per student; 

• The FY 2012 budget dropped the BSAPP from $3,937 to $3,780, under the Brownback administration, to 
balance the budget without raising taxes on Kansans for the second year in a row (budget for FY 2011 relied 
on sales tax increase); 

• For the current fiscal year, FY 2013, the Legislature added $40 million to the BSAPP.  School districts will 
receive an additional $60 per student as a result. 

 There is no question Kansas public education is among the highest priorities of the Legislature.  Our 
schools offer a wide range of programs, taught by some of the best educators in the nation and we realize the 
importance of ensuring this proud tradition continues.  Over the past two sessions, the Kansas House has 
remained focused on keeping education a priority by striking a delicate balance between conservative, pro-
growth economic policies while ensuring Kansas schools continue to thrive.  
Tax Policy Summary 
 Over the past two sessions, the primary focus of the Kansas House of Representatives has been 
creating jobs and strengthening the state’s economy.  One of the best ways we could encourage job and 
economic growth was through passing broad scale tax policies aimed at reducing the tax burden on Kansas 
taxpayers.  Increased revenues and a return to responsible budgeting practices resulted in a significant 
balance in the state bank account, providing us with the opportunity to give Kansans back some of their hard 
earned money. 
 To refresh your memory on the tax legislation passed and signed into law, a series of bullet points have 
been provided below.  In addition, the presentation presented by Governor Brownback on the tax plan at a 
University of Kansas lecture is attached to also help you with your district communications. 
• Under the new tax policy, every hardworking Kansan who gets a paycheck will see an increase in their take home pay in 

January; 
• Because of the doubling of the “Head of Household” standard deduction (from $4,500 to $9,000), 20,000 single parents 

will pay no state income tax; 
• 98% of Kansas businesses employ 100 employees or less.  Eliminating the state income tax on small business owners 

will leave them more to invest in their workers, machinery and communities;  
• Nearly 96% of small business owners in Kansas make less than $200,000.  Breakdown of 191,000 small business 

owners: 
• About 53% of small business owners report less than $50,000 federal adjusted gross income; 
• 70% report less than $75,000 in federal adjusted gross income; 
• 82% report less than $100,000 in federal adjusted gross income; 
• 95.5% report less than $200,000 in federal adjusted gross income; and 
• 4.5% report more than $200,000 in federal adjusted gross income; 
Individual tax savings scenarios 
• The median Kansas tax return uses the standard deduction, has annual income of $65,430, and is filed 

married jointly with one child.  This family will see a state income tax reduction of $572.43 per year, plus 
savings from the 6/10 of a cent sales tax sunset already in-statute.  
• A typical head of household tax filer with annual income of $20,000 and one child will see a state income tax 

reduction of $43.75 per year, plus savings from the 6/10 of a cent sales tax sunset already in-statute.  
• A typical single tax filer with annual income of $17,600 and no child will see a state income tax reduction of 

$27 per year, plus savings from the 6/10 of a cent sales tax sunset already in-statute. 
• 10 Percent Budget Cut Proposal 
• The Governor had said he will protect funding for the state’s core services including K-12 education, Medicaid and 

public safety.  However, there are things agencies can do to reduce costs and streamline their offices without impacting 
services.  The administration has asked state agencies to prepare contingency budget plans should something happen to 
the country and world economies beyond our control; 

• As in previous years, agencies are submitting 3 budgets: current spending; enhancements and spending reductions.  The 
administration is preparing for all scenarios.  Sequestration is a real possibility.  Those automatic federal spending cuts 
will impact Kansas.  Federal economy continues to struggle.  Europe economy continues to hang by a very thin thread.  
If it falls off the cliff, Kansas will feel the impact. 

• Total state funding for schools in FY2013 is at the second highest level in state history. 
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State Supreme Court Upholds Damages Cap 
 On Friday, October 5, after a three year wait, the Kansas Supreme Court affirmed the constitutionality 
of Kansas’ $250,000 cap on non-economic damages in medical malpractice cases.  With a 5-2 ruling, the 
majority of the court issued the decision on a Douglas County case brought by a patient against her former 
doctor who removed the wrong ovary during surgery in 2002.  
 A trial court found the doctor a fault and originally awarded the patient $759,679 in damages, including 
$575,000 for current and noneconomic losses and $100,000 for future expected medical expenses.  During the 
appeal, a trial judge reduced the judgment to $334,679 citing state law that caps noneconomic damages and 
further prevented funds for future medical bills.  In its decision the Supreme Court reinstated the $100,000 for 
future medical expenses but ruled the $250,000 camp on non-economic damages should stand.  
 The cap was passed by the Kansas Legislature in 1988 to decrease large jury awards and reduce 
medical malpractice insurance costs for doctors. 
Ballot Question on Watercraft Taxes 
 When Kansas voters go to the polls on November 6, they will have the opportunity to vote on a 
constitutional amendment allowing the Legislature to change the way watercraft is taxed in Kansas.  Currently, 
watercraft is taxed as personal property.  The amendment would allow lawmakers to re-classify and tax 
watercraft after January 2013.  It would not directly change how watercraft is taxed but grants permission to the 
Legislature to make changes to how watercraft is taxes, should it decide to do so. 
 A vote for the amendment would allow the Legislature to separately classify and tax watercraft or to 
exempt watercraft from property taxes and impose another form of tax.  A vote against the amendment would 
not change the way watercraft is taxed and would require watercraft to continue to be taxed as personal 
property.  
 The amendment is required because the Kansas Constitution determines the watercraft tax rate and 
lawmakers need permission from the electorate to consider classification and tax rate changes.  Watercraft 
property taxes vary by county and the value of the watercraft.  Watercraft registered in Kansas are currently 
taxed at a rate of 30 percent of the watercraft’s value multiplied by the county mill levy causing the average 
watercraft tax rate to be higher than many other states.  This has resulted in an estimated 10,000 Kansans 
unlawfully registering their vessels in neighboring states and an untold amount of revenue to be lost to the 
state and Kansas counties.   
Medical Expense Fund For Noelle Holmes 
 In late September, Noelle Holmes, the 18 year-old daughter of Representative Mitch Holmes sustained 
serious injuries in an automobile accident. Noelle was recently transferred from Wesley Medical Center in 
Wichita to Madonna Rehabilitation Hospital in Lincoln, Nebraska for continued treatment.  
 For members wanting to assist the Holmes family with medical expenses, Representative De Graaf has 
set up an account with Shepherd Staff Ministries (P.O. Box 321 – Mulvane, Kansas 67110).  Please be sure to 
include a note the contribution is for the Holmes family.  In addition, the Kansas Ethics Commission has 
verified retiring legislators and Senators who still have open House campaign accounts can donate to the fund 
from their campaign accounts.  However, active legislators who plan on returning to the Legislature cannot use 
campaign funds to donate to 501(c)3 non-profits, including Shepherd Staff Ministries.  Current law only allows 
open, active campaign donations to 501(c)4 organizations.  
 Please keep Noelle and the Holmes family in your thoughts and prayers as Noelle continues down the 
road to recovery. 
Brownback Recognized for Growth Policies 
 A recent, new report by the CATO institute called, “Fiscal Policy Report Card on America’s Governors” 
recognized Kansas Governor Sam Brownback for his efforts in decreasing taxes and cutting spending. 
Brownback was recognized for signing legislation cutting the top individual tax rate in Kansas from 6.45 
percent to 4.9 percent, increasing standard deductions and cutting taxes on small business incomes.  CATO 
recognized the move as the largest tax cut of any state in recent years relative to the size of its economy. 
 Four governors receiving an “A” grade in CATO report include: Brownback, Florida Governor Rick 
Scott, Maine Governor Paul LePage and Pennsylvania Governor Tom Corbett.  The same report gave “F” 
grades to the following Governors: Pat Quinn of Illinois, Dan Malloy of Connecticut, Mark Dayton of Minnesota, 
Neil Abercrombie of Hawaii and Chris Gregoire of Washington.  Additional governors receiving recognition 
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from the CATO report include Nikki Haley of South Carolina, Terry Branstad of Iowa, Mary Fallin of Oklahoma 
and John Kasich of Ohio, who are pursing business or personal income tax-rate cuts. 
 The full “Fiscal Policy Report Card on America’s Governors” can be found at www.CATO.org.  
Interim Committee Meetings 
 The following interim committees will be meeting in the coming weeks.  Please contact Legislative 
Administrative Services at (785) 296-2391 to verify the date, time and location of each respective meeting as 
details are subject to change. 
 October 16 Special Committee on Elections – 10:00 a.m., 152-S 
Study necessity and advisability of ballot language explanation statements; committee report discussion 
 October 18 Special Committee on Financial Institutions & Insurance – 9:30 a.m., 152-S 
Review of assigned topics (insurance holding companies’ regulation; securities commissioner fee funds and 
programming) 
 October 24 Capitol Preservation Committee – 1:00 p.m., 144-S 
Review committee statutory responsibilities; status reports on committee projects; visitors’ center tour; 
committee assignments; discussion time line and project priority; discussion of future meeting and annual 
report 
 October 29 Special Committee on Transportation – 10:00 a.m., 548-S  Passenger rail. 
 October 30 Home & Community Based Services Oversight – TBA, 548-S Agenda not available 
Gubernatorial Appointments 
 A significant number of appointments have recently been made by Governor Brownback.  Please scan 
the list of appointments provided below to see if any of your friends or neighbors has been appointed to a State 
Board, Commission or Council.  If so, a congratulatory note or phone call is recommended.  
• Dr. Pamela Sue Fish, Olathe, to the Kansas Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
• Bradford W. Stauffer, Holton, to the Kansas Veterans Claims Assistance Advisory Board 
• David Coleal, Wichita, to the Wichita State University Board of Trustees 
• Charles Meyers, Concordia, to the Kansas Commission on Veterans Affairs 
• Dan Conyers, Kansas City, to the Kansas Respiratory Care Council 
• Stan Munsch, Hays, to the Kansas Respiratory Care Council 
• Steven Ades, El Dorado, to the Kansas Respiratory Care Council 
• Darlene Whitlock, Silver Lake, to the Kansas Advisory Committee On Trauma 
• James Triplett Ph.D., Pittsburg, to the Kansas Solid Waste Grants Advisory Committee 
• Maureen Cummins, Auburn, to the Kansas Pet Animal Advisory Board 
• Mary Warren, Pittsburg, to the Kansas Advisory Council on Aging 
• Kris Munsch, Hays, to the Kansas Real Estate Appraisal Board 
Democrats would have you believe Governor Brownback & Republicans cut 
Educational Funding!  In reality the drop in funding happened in 2009!! 
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WHICH COUNTRY IS HIS COUNTRY?  DO YOU HAVE ANY FRIENDS WHO CAN’T 
DECIDE IF THEY WANT TO VOTE FOR ROMNEY, ESPECIALLY AFTER THIS QUOTE? 

IT’S TIME TO TAKE OUR COUNTRY BACK! 
By Danny Gonzalez of Move America Forward.org on Oct. 31, 2012 
 Months ago, national security was completely off the radar, the race was 100% about jobs and the 
economy.  But as often happens, we forget about how important national security is until another tragedy 
puts it right front and center again. 
 For Obama, it is a huge failure that ought to cost him the election!  He isn’t fit to command our 
troops or keep our country safe!  Playing politics with our national security is wrong and dangerous to 
American security and the lives of our people overseas.  It’s time we put a stop to it and Fire Obama this 
November 6th! 
 With the events of the last month in Egypt, Libya and continuing in Syria and Iran we could no 
longer sit idly by while our military and national security is eroded by President Obama.  We can’t sit on 
the sidelines while this administration apologizes to our enemies for our freedom of speech, refuses to 
stand with our ally Israel, and continues to “lead from behind.” 
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You wouldn’t force an atheist to buy you a bible. 

You wouldn’t force a vegetarian to buy you a hamburger. 
Why then would you force a Catholic to buy your birth control, abortion or sterilization? 
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I May be rushing the season, but this was too good to miss!! 
 

T'was the night before elections, 
And all thru' the town, 
Tempers were flaring 

Emotions ran up and down. 
I, in my bathrobe 

With a cat in my lap, 
Had shut off the TV, 

Tired of political crap.  
When all of a sudden, 

There arose such a noise, 
I peered out my window, 

Saw Obama and his boys 
They had come for my wallet, 

They wanted my pay 
To hand out to others  

Who had not worked a day! 
He snatched up my money, 

And quick as a wink, 
Jumped back on his bandwagon 

As I gagged from the stink. 
He then rallied his henchmen 

Who were pulling his cart. 
I could tell they were out 
To tear my country apart! 
'On Fannie, on Freddie, 

On Biden and Ayers! 
On Acorn, on Pelosi' 

He screamed at the pairs! 
They took off for his cause, 

And as they flew out of sight, 
I heard him laugh at a nation 

Who wouldn't stand up and fight!  
So I leave you to think on this one final note...  

IF YOU DON'T WANT SOCIALISM GET OUT AND VOTE!!!  
  

GOD BLESS AMERICA, OUR ONLY HOPE…  
  

WAVE OUR FLAG HIGH!!!  
 

 

 
"Republics are created by the virtue, public spirit, and intelligence of the citizens.  They fall, when the wise are 
banished from the public councils, because they dare to be honest, and the profligate are rewarded, because 
they flatter the people, in order to betray them." --Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution, 1833 
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A Democrat's Response to the film Obama's America 2016 
COMMENTS ON THE FILM Obama's America 2016      By Bob Correal 
  I had the displeasure of seeing 2016 the movie yesterday.  But not in the way you may think.  You would 
think that as a former Obama fan, it would have been a right‐wing propaganda filled experience.  A waste of my 
time.  It wasn’t!  It is not about taking over the auto industry or banks or any number of things that the Obama 
administration has already done.  Some of that may have been needed to fix the mess… 
  What the movie does do is lead you through Obama's upbringing, his early, impressionistic learning years if 
you will, how his beliefs were formed, by whom and when.  I was quite honestly amazed at the many things I 
learned ‐‐ right from the horse's mouth, so to speak ‐‐ from his brother, and others who knew him and that the 
movie interviews and shows‐you hear it from them.  The movie was very well done and very factual.  It was scarier 
than any Friday the 13th movie I have ever seen. 
  There was not a sound in the theater as the movie progressed and when it ended, people just sat there, 
stunned.  There was not a nay‐sayer or heckler in the entire group.  I might have been one if them had I not been so 
shaken.  It really is a revealing look of who Obama is and where he and his handlers want to take our beloved 
country, now that the waters have been tested as to what he can get away with.  What it reveals in his plans for the 
next 4 years and beyond is, well, reprehensible.  I voted for this man, I had his best wishes in my heart, but he has 
not returned the favor to the American people.  In fact, he seems completely unaware of owing Americans 
anything, blacks, whites, Hispanics ‐‐ they are merely a means to an end: a vote to further his agenda would end 
our America, the way we have known it. 
  No matter your political leanings, if you love America, you owe it to yourself to see the movie.  Why not?  
This election is not politics as usual, and Obama is not the typical Democrat you may have always voted for ‐‐ not 
by any means!  Once you see it, you will understand and you will want to do, as I am doing now: encourage 
everyone to go and see it… I promise you, you will no longer want to vote for this man, you will want to run from 
him! 
  Now I understand why his school records have been hidden away, why his past and papers have been 
locked away from view… why only what they want us to see, have we seen… Obama is NOT what or who you think 
he is.  Charming, yes, black, yes ‐‐ but without any black American history or empathy in his blood, smart ‐‐ not as 
smart as you think… but he has found his pulpit and his blind followers ‐‐ but I am no longer one of them. 
  The Agenda: Make CERTAIN Obama does not get a second term which equals:  4 more years to ignore 
Congress and ignore what the American people want, 4 more years to circumvent our Constitution and bring 
America morally, spiritually and economically to its knees.  He's already proven he can and will and HAS begun this 
process already! 
  Even if you do not want to vote for Romney, you WILL want to vote AGAINST Barack Obama!  I am going to 
make a statement here; you all know I am neither a scholar nor a historian, but: At some point in our history books 
in the future, the legacy of Barack Hussein Obama will show him in the same dark light as Marx, Lenin and Stalin ‐‐ 
who have furthered the misery, suppression and control over their people and sought to spread their oppressive 
philosophy and dominance throughout the world… IF AMERICA HAD NOT STOPPED THEM!  Think about that. 
  Be careful who you vote for, be very careful.  Put your love of America first  it's all we have.   
            THANKS FOR LISTENING. 

Hey, Obama, We Built it!!  You Broke it!!  We’ll Fix it!!  You’re Fired!! 

ANOTHER DOCTOR QUITTING BECAUSE OF OBAMACARE 
Posted on October 27, 2012 by Glacomo 
 Facebook is a great way to keep up with old friends and family.  Since moving from our home state 
sixteen years ago, Facebook has been invaluable to us. 
 One of our friends back home are Bob (Swede) and Doris.  Bob sang at our wedding many years ago.  
They had a son, Donny and daughter, Donna.  My wife and I continue to follow them through Facebook like so 
many of our other friends back home. 
 On Wednesday, Donna posted the following message on her Facebook page:  “Yesterday, I asked my 
beloved kids’ Pediatrician (30 years in practice) what he will do if ObamaCare stays – he said ‘very simply, not 
afford to practice medicine anymore’, ‘currently we receive 75 cents on every dollar.  If that doesn’t get 
overturned, we’ll receive 18 cents on every dollar.  People have no idea how vastly our lives will fall to pieces, 
based on that simple reality alone, if it stays.’” 
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 Donna’s pediatrician is not alone.  I can’t tell you how many other reports similar to this I’ve seen this 
year.  Obamacare will be slashing the insurance and Medicaid payments made to doctors.  One poll indicated 
that as many as 8 of 10 doctors in private practice were considering leaving the medical field if Obamacare were 
left in place, mostly because they could no longer afford to keep up their practice. 
 Yet Obama, Harry Reid and Nancy Pelosi keep telling us that we will have greater access to medical care 
and treatment under Obamacare than we had before.  I don’t see how that is possible if nearly 80% of private 
doctors leave medicine. 
 Then you also have to consider that a large number of doctors and hospitals will continue to practice 
after Obamacare takes full effect, will either stop or greatly reduce taking Medicare and Medicaid patients 
because of Obamacare.  When Obama announced the $714 billion cut from Medicare, he didn’t tell the public 
that a large part of that is the result of slashing what the government will reimburse doctors and hospitals for 
Medicare patient care.  Although the qualifications for people to enroll in Medicare and Medicaid are being 
expanded, the amount of medical facilities accepting them will be drastically dwindling. 
 Now ask yourself how doctors and hospitals are going to make up the difference between their costs and 
what they receive back from Medicare, Medicaid or government controlled insurance plans?  That’s right!  
When you walk in that doctor’s office, instead of having a $58 basic office visit or a $25 co-pay, you’ll be 
looking at $150+ for basic office visit and co-pays may well reach over $100 per visit.  How many office visits 
will you be making at these prices? 
 Obamacare is on the verge of causing a medical industry collapse that will leave millions of Americans 
without any medical coverage except that which Washington prescribes.  Are you ready for that? 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7745/another-doctor-quitting-because-of-obamacare/#ixzz2AwPcIx1w 

If we could just talk all Doctors and Medical treatment clinics to do as my recent Surgeon did, we wouldn’t have to 
worry about losing Doctors, Nurses, and treatment centers.  He charged me a flat fee, didn’t send it to any 
insurance company and that was that.  Way back when, that was the way it was done.  If you wanted to send it to 
your insurance company you did it yourself.  The doctors got their money and it was up to you if you used your 
insurance.  Well, that was a long time ago.  Sometimes the “good ole days” really were the Good Old Days. 

WILL VOTER FRAUD WIN OBAMA A SECOND TERM?? 
 Ask yourself why the Democratic Party has put so much effort into defeating voter fraud measures? 
 They are against voter ID laws.  U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder, one of the nation’s most notorious 
lawbreakers, claims that voter ID discriminates against black poor people.  He fails to comprehend that these 
same poor people who supposedly can’t get a voter ID are capable of getting IDs that allow them to collect all of 
the government handouts they receive. 
 The Democrats are against efforts to clean up voter registrations rolls.  They actively tried to block 
Florida from removing dead people and non-citizens off the rolls for a couple months, before the state was 
finally allowed to clean up their registration rolls. 
 The Democrats in Ohio, an important swing state tried to push through a bill that would eliminate the 
need for a permanent address in order to vote.  This would have allowed people to vote in multiple locations. 
 If you ask Democratic leaders, they will tell you that voter fraud doesn’t exist and is not an issue.  They 
conveniently forget about the voter fraud that took place in several states during the primary elections this 
year.  Dead people and non-citizens voted in several states.  Pets have received voter registration cards in the 
mail. 
 Now we hear about people voting in more than one state because their names were not removed from 
the state they previously lived in.  Worse yet, states like Minnesota have a voucher voting where someone can 
vote purely on the testimony of someone who is on the voter registration roll.  
 As the election is now less than two weeks away and Mitt Romney seems to have more momentum at 
the moment than Barack Obama, Democrats are starting to run scared that their hero might lose the election.  
It would not surprise me to see thousands, perhaps millions of fraudulent votes cast for Obama to help insure 
his re-election.  Not only is this election being touted as the most important one in U.S. history, but it may also 
be the most corrupt and fraudulent election in U.S. history. 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7699/will-voter-fraud-win-obama-a-second-term/#ixzz2AxSxwdAH 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7699/will-voter-fraud-win-obama-a-second-term/#ixzz2AxSEYQ4e 
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FINALLY SOMEONE IS TALKING ABOUT OBAMA’S IMPERIAL PRESIDENCY 
Posted on October 25, 2012 by Da Tagliare 
 Many conservative writers like myself, have been commenting on Obama’s continual abuse of power by 
using executive orders to illegally bypass Congress.  He acts as if he is above the law like an imperial monarch.  
In fact, I predict if he wins re-election in two weeks that he will become an imperial dictator and free America 
will be no more. 
 Virtually none of the mainstream media have reported on this, but that’s expected since they’re in bed 
with the Obama and his liberal entourage to begin with.  What is so frustrating is that many conservatives have 
ignored or refused to say anything about Obama’s imperial ways, but that just may be changing. 
 Rep. Eric Cantor (R-VA) House Majority Leader has just released a scathing 8000-page report detailing 
Obama’s establishment of an imperial presidency.  In his release, Cantor says that the economy and individual 
prosperity is being hindered by the Obama administration’s overt lack of respect for the law.  Part of Cantor’s 
statement reads:  “Property rights and rule of law are essential for the proper and efficient functioning of 
society and the economy.” 
 “When ‘laws’ are created without going through Congress; when laws are selectively executed; when an 
administration intervenes into the normal judicial process and diminishes an individual’s property rights; and 
when the normal regulatory process is circumvented, the rule of law is eroded.” 
 “While administrations of both political parties have been known to test the bounds of the limits of their 
power, the breadth of the breakdown in the rule of law in recent years has reached new levels.” 
 The report cites over forty instances where the Obama White House has demonstrated its lack of 
respect for the law.  Some of the items on the list include: 

   Ignoring Advice & Consent 
   Creating laws outside of the Congressional process 
   Ignoring the Plain Letter of the Law 
   Failing to Faithfully Execute the Law 
   Circumventing the Normal Regulatory Process 
   Government By Waiver 
   Creating New Programs Not Authorized by Congress 

Cantor concludes by writing:  “There is no excuse for this continuous disregard of legislative authority and the 
Constitutionally-required separation of powers.” 
 “This is no way to govern. The President has set a precedent that even his supporters should find 
troubling…  The Founding Fathers wisely gave the President many powers, but making law was not one of 
them.” 
 Stand up and cheer for Eric Cantor, but what is anyone going to do about it?  They’ve allowed Obama to 
get away with all of this since he first took office.  The Justice Department won’t do anything about it because 
they have been Obama’s accomplices from the very beginning.  Congress won’t do anything with the election 
this close.  Even if the House were to impeach Obama, the Democratic controlled Senate would not act upon it. 
 Our hope lies in the election on November 6 and that Romney will win.  But with Obama’s flagrant 
disregard for the law and Constitution, who knows what further mayhem he’ll try to create in the two and half 
months between election day and Romney being sworn in as the next President of the United States.  I wouldn’t 
put anything past Obama at this point. 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7704/finally-someone-is-talking-about-obamas-imperial-
presidency/#ixzz2AxUVDxJA 

 
  
I believe the people of the 3rd District of Riley County should really elect an American candidate that 
will respect Riley County residents.  A candidate that will work on the problems of Riley County, not 
put up a map of an area from Lincoln, Nebraska to South Central Kansas and who knows how far 
East or West.  A candidate who spouts words of Social Justice and Social Equality, but says and I 
quote, “Planning is beyond the concept of ordinary Citizens.”  (Senior Center Forum)  As for Wild Cat 
Creek flooding, I see a concrete dam that said candidate put across the creek to access to his 
property – Well, you know, candidate of social justice, we are not all equal it would seem.  
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 The following is from the website 11 millionvotes.com.  There is a short video that follows.  In six 
minutes, the 6-minute video tells a compelling story of how a nation can dig its own grave.  Andy Andrews 
believes that good answers come from asking good questions.  Through the powerful, provocative question, 
“How do you kill eleven million people?” — the number of people killed by the Nazi German regime between 
1933 and 1945 — he explores a number of other questions relevant to our lives today: 
Does it matter that millions of Americans have checked out of participating in the decisions that shape the 
future of the United States? 
 What is more dangerous: politicians with ill intent, or the too-trusting population that allows such 
people to lead them? 
 How are we supposed to tell the difference between the “good guys” and the “bad guys”? 
 How do truth and lies in the past affect our destiny as a nation? 
 What happens to a society in which truth is absent? 
 Andrews issues a wake-up call to voters across the political spectrum: become informed, passionate 
citizens who demand honesty and integrity from our leaders, or suffer the consequences of our own ignorance 
and apathy. Furthermore, we can no longer measure a leader’s worth by the yardsticks provided by the left or 
the right. Instead, we must use an unchanging standard: the pure, unvarnished truth. 
 Watch this powerful whiteboard video and never say “It can’t happen here.” The train-whistle story is 
chilling:  I can’t put the video here, but it told the story of what happened in Germany when Hitler was in 
charge.  It told what happened in Germany when the people didn’t take part in their government.  It told how 
much Obama’s governing is like Hitler’s.  We, United States Citizens, have gotten where we are by sitting back 
and letting OUR government run us instead of us running our government – just like the Germans did.  How 
far are we going to go the way of the Germans?  We MUST get Obama out of office and take charge of our 
Country by working with our elected officials, making our wants and needs known.  We must continue to pay 
attention!!  We, the every day citizens, let this happen to our country while we just enjoyed life.  We must stay a 
part of our government, day by day; stay on top of what is happening and work with our elected officials.  We 
don’t want to be another Germany and allow our Country be destroyed by selfish, uncaring individuals. 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7802/how-do-you-kill-11-million-people/#ixzz2Axijmv8y 

Obama Calls Romney a ‘BullSh***er” posted on October 26, 2012 by Dave Jolly 
 The 2012 presidential campaign has to be going down in history as one of the nastiest and profane 
elections in history.  And most of that is credited to Barack Obama. 
 Rolling Stone magazine reported Douglas Brinkley was granted an interview with President Barack 
Obama in the Oval Office of the White House.  As the interview was ending and they were leaving the Oval 
Office, Rolling Stones Executive Editor Eric Bates told Obama that his six year old daughter had told him to tell 
Obama that he can do it.  Obama grinned and replied: 
 “You know, kids have good instincts.  They look at the other guy and say, ‘Well, that’s a bullsh***er, I 
can tell.’” 
 I grew up around horses, cattle and rodeo.  I know what real bullsh** is.  I know what it looks like and 
what it smells like.  When I use that information as a base with which to judge both President Obama and 
Governor Romney, there’s only one candidate that looks and smells like real bullsh**. 
 I think it would be easier to count the number of times Obama has told the truth than the number of 
times he’s lied to the American people.  Where do I start to list the lies he’s told:   
 He lied about his birth certificate, Social Security Card and Selective Service Card. 
 He lied about not raising taxes on middle income Americans. 
 He lied about Obamacare lowering premiums and increasing coverage. 
 He lied about what happened in Benghazi. 
 He lied about Romney’s record at Bain Capital. 
 He lied about Planned Parenthood providing mammograms. 
 He lied about supporting the Second Amendment right to own firearms. 
 He lied about wanting equal opportunity for all Americans when he supports Affirmative Action. 
 He lied about how many jobs he has created. 
 He lied about the coal industry in the debate when he said he supports the coal industry, yet has been 
working to shut down a number of coal mining operations. 
The list goes on and on but I trust to you get the idea of exactly who the bullsh***r really is. 
 I remember one occasion many years ago when a fellow rider was thrown from a bull and landed in a 
fresh pile of bull crap.  As he was walking out of the arena, a little girl nearby asked why it smelled so bad?  The 
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man standing next to her pointed to the rear end of a bull and told the little girl that you have to consider the 
source from where it came from and in this case, it came from a bull’s butt. 
 Well, Obama’s mouth may not exactly be the same as a bull’s butt, but it produces a product that looks 
and smells just like the real thing.  In my book, that makes him the real bullsh***r. 
Read more: http://godfatherpolitics.com/7723/obama-calls-romney/#ixzz2AxmaFrU8 
 

If you would like to forward this Newsletter as is on to others – be my guest.   
If you would like to send comments (just a sentence or two) to the editor – be my guest.   

If you have an editorial to submit – be my guest. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Flint Hills TEA Party contact information: www.flinthillsteaparty.com; fhtp@flinthillsteaparty.com or 
facebook – Flint Hills TEA Party; Manhattan contact – Chuck Henderson, 785-236-1286; Sylda Nichols, 
editor, email: sylda@gemsandwood.com.  Sylda sends the snail mail. Newsletter; Flint Hills TEA Party 
Snail Mail:  Flint Hills TEA Party of KS, 1228 Westloop Place, PMB #326, Manhattan, KS  66502-2840.  
All donations for the Educational Fund (payable to “Educational Fund”) will also be accepted at this 

address and is tax deducible. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Reprinting of this Newsletter may be done in whole, however, copying any part  
requires  permission given by the persons listed above.  

 
 


